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This paper describes the use of capillary electrophoresis
(CE) and protein charge ladders to estimate values of
efrective charye (4 aurrd molecular weiglrt of proteins
under nondenahrring conditions. A panel of 14 proteins
with a range of charges and shapes was modified by
acetylation with acetic anhydride to yield protein chaqge
ladders. Aprotein charye ladderis afamilyof derivatives
of a protein that difrer in integral units of charge, but
minimally in hydrodynnmic drag; this mixtrrre of proteins
appearsr in electrophoresis as a set of peaks with regular
spacings. Analysis of the electrophoretic mobilities of the
members of these charye ladders yields values of Z and,
electrophoretic coefficients: for a desc-ription of mobility
based on the equation p : CpZ(MlN)-o, Cp : 6.3 cm2
min-l kV-r charge-r kTt0.48, q. - 0.48;for p - C&lr(L +
rr)l-1, C, = 55 crn2 min-l kv-l charge-t A (" is the
spherical radius of the protein and rc is afunction of ionic
strength). The primary usefulness of charge ladders is
in measuring the effective charge, Z, of proteins in
solution; this information is difficrrltto obtain by any other
procedure. A secondary value of the method is to
estimate values of molecrrlar weight Althoug! less gen-
eral and convenient than SDS-PAGE, this method allows
estimates of molecrrlar weight of nondenahrred proteins
and is thus applicable to oligomers, noncovalent ag-
gregates, proteins with multiple, non-cross-linked chains,
and other systems to which SDS-PAGE is not applicable.
The values of molecular weight calculated using the
electrophoretic mobiHties of proteins in solution and the
above constants agreed with literattrre values to within
20% (with an ambiguous result for ovalbumin). A com-
bination of this technique and SDS-PAGE will be useful
in estimating the number of subunits or stagle of aggrega-
tion of proteins in solution.

This paper describes a method for obtaining values of both
effective charge and molecular weight for native proteins by
capillary electrophoresis (CE). Capillary electrophoresis is an
analytical technique that provides information simultaneously
about effective charge and hydrodynamic drag of a protein in
solution.l-7 Hydrodynamic drag is related to the shape and size
of a molecule; eq 1 provides one form of an equation commonly
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used to relate these properties to electrophoretic mobility (a); MW
is molecular weight, and Z is effective chargs.Lr's Deconvolution
of charge, drag, and shape, based on studies of electrophoretic
mobility, has been difficult, since neither the values nor the
constancy of the parameters a and Cp has been established.
Theoretical values of cr range from 0.3 to 1.0, depending on the
model used to relate molecular weight to hydrodynamic drag;l
Cp might also vary with details of protein shape and sbucture and
conditions of the experiments.

Equation 2 represents another form relating the electrophoretic
mobility to the size of a protein.lO It is derived from Debye-

tt - C,(Z/r(I + rcr)) (2)

Htickel-Henry theory r is the radius of a spherical analyte and
r is a function of ionic stength;lr the reciprocal of r is the
thickness of the double layel.to'tz Here we malyze experimental
mobilities obtained with protein charge ladders to estimate values
of the constants Cp, o-, and G and use these values to estimate
the molecular weights of proteins in solution.

A protein charge ladder is a fumily of derivatives of a protein
obtained from modification of charges on the protein.l3-rs If the
reagent used in the derivatization is small (typically acetyl group,
MW : 42) relative to the molecular weight of the protein, we
assume that hydrodynamic radius and hydrodynamic drag are not
significantly influenced by the derivatization. If the reagent is

(5) Novotny, M. V.; Cobb, K A; Liu, J. Elertmfhor*is 1990, 11,735-749.
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(11) The typical range of ionic strength that is compatible with CE analysis is
between 1mM and 1M.

(12) rc : (2N0N#I/ee*D)tn, where Na is Avogadro's number, e is the
magnitude of the elementary charge, 1 is ionic strength in solution, e is
dielectric constant" e, is the permitivity of free space, l is the Boltzrnann
constanL and T is the absolute temperature. See ref 1.
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selective for functional groups that carry a fulI unit of charge (for
example, the lysine e-NH3+ groupl9, the modification (e-NHr+ -

c-NHCOCH) wil gtve a mixture of modified proteins that differ
by integral values in charge. This mixture of proteins appears in
electrophoresis as a set of peaks with regular spacings. The
intervals inp establish the influence of effective charge on mobility
and allow the effective charge of the native protein to be
determined direcfly.ls Recenfly we demonstrated that the charge
ladder of a protein is useful in estimating the influence of charge
on protein-ligand interactions.l3

In this paper, we extend our analysis of protein charge ladders
to estimate values for a and Cp for a set of 14 proteins chosen to
represent low and medium molecularweight en4fmes, receptors,
and binding proteins. This analysis suggests that a common pair
of values of these two constants predicts the elecfophoretic
mobilities of these proteins with a standard deviation of 0.G cmz
kv-l min-r (that is, <10% of p). Analysis usng eq 2 gave the
same value of standard deviation, with a similar correlation
coefficienl Using these values, we show that information con-
cerning the mobilities of the members of a charge ladder makes
it possible to estimate both the effective charge and the molecular
weight of a protein in its native conformation simultaneously.

This procedure has several useful applications. Its simplicity
makes it an attractive method to determine effective charge (a
parameter that is not readily available by another technique). It
can estimate the molecular weights of proteins in nondenafuring
native conditions, and therefore supplements information from
SDS-PAGE. It allows the study of the fundamental electo-
phoretic behavior of proteins in solution, that is, the influence of
shapes, dipoles, and charge distributions on their elecfophoretic
mobilities.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

CE EquipmenL Beckman P/ACE system 5510 capillary
elecFophoresis systems were used in these sfudies. The capillary
hrbing (Polymicro Technologies, Inc., Phoenix, M) was of
uncoated fused silica with an internal diameter of 50 pm. Some
capillaries were coated with polyethylenimine: coating was
performed according to literafure procedures.lT The conditions
used for all CE experiments were as follows: voltage, 20 kV;
detection wave length,2L4 nm; total length of capillary, 4T cm;
length of capillary from injecting end to detector, 40 cm; temper-
ature, 37'C. Samples (5 nL) were infoduced into the capillary
by pressure injection. All the protein samples were analyzed in
the buffer of 25 mM Tris-192 mM Gly (pH S.3).

Reagents. All chemicals were analytical grade and were used
as received. Acetic anhydride and dioxane were purchased from
Aldrich. Mesityl oxide (lUO) was purchased from Eastrnan
Organic Chemical. Insulin, bovine carbonic anhydrase II, human
carbonic anhydrase II, horse heart myoglobin, cytochrome c,
ovalbumin, and achymobypsinogen A were purchased from
Sigma. Carboxypeptidase B, lyso4rme, superoxide dismutase,
cr-lactalbumin, ribonuclease A bovine pancreatic bypsin inhibitor,
and peroxidase were purchased from Worthington.

(16) Modification of Arg residues on a protein by phenylglyoxal wil also yield a
charge ladder with integral unit of charge difference: Takahashi, K I. Biol.
Chem. 19ffi, 243,6171-6179. Roberts, C.; C6rdova E.;Whitesides, G. M.,
unpublished results.

(17) C6rdova, E.; Gao, J.; Whitesides, G. M. Anal. Chem., submitted.
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Figuro l. Representative electropherograms of charge ladders of
proteins. The electropherograms are ordered so that the molecular
weight of the protein increases from bottom to top in both (A) and
(B). The charge ladders were formed by acetylation directed pre-
dominantly toward the e-amino groups of Lys. Mesityl oxide was used
as a neutral marker and is indicated by the filled circles in the
electropherograms. The electrophoresis butfer is 25 mM Tris-l92
mM Gly buffer (pH 8.3), (A) Charge ladder of proteins having values
of p/ < 7.4, analyzed using uncoated capillaries. (B) Charge ladder
of proteins having values of p/ > 8.8, analyzed using polyethylenimine-
coated capillaries (see the text for an explanation of the labels on
the electropherograms of lysozyme and BPTI). The number of
acetylated Lys e-amino groups (n) is indicated below each eleclro-
pherogram. The time scale on the bottom of each figure applies to
all the electropherograms.

Preparation of Charge Ladders of Proteins. The general
procedure for the preparation of a charge ladder of a protein
follows. The pH of aliquots of a solution of a protein (-3 mgl
mt.0.2 mL) was adjusted to pH 12 with 0.1 N sodium hydroxide.
Acetic anhydride (5, 10, or 20 equiv; 100 mM stock solution in
dioxane) was added. After 5 min at room temperahrre, 10 pL of
a sample was diluted with N pL of the electrophoresis buffer,
MO was added (final concentation 18 mM), and the sampleswere
analyzed, by CE. Different amounts of lightly and heavily acety-
lated samples were combined and diluted in the electophoresis
buffer to yield a charge ladder that contained balanced quantities
of differently charged derivatives (with a total concentration of
proteins of -0.3 mg/ml-). Figure 1 shows the electropherograms
of some of these samples.
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Table l. Panel of Proteins

ID proteins

1 insulin
2 bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor
3 cytochrome c
4 ribonuclease A 3.L.27.5
5 lysoaTme 3.2.1.7
6 a.-lactalbumin
7 myoglobin
8 a-chymobypsinogen 3.4.21.1
9 bovine carbonic anhydrase 4.2.1.1

10 human carbonic anhydrase 4.2.1.1
11 superoxide dismutase 1.15.1.1
12 carboxypeptidase B 3.4.17.2
13 peroxidase 1.11.1.7
14 ovalbumin

Y1ry' (x10-) volumea (Ar;

6 8t7
7 774

14 950
16 385
L67M
16 983
21 528
29 900
35 880
35 880
38 870
41 023
47 U0
53 820

f (h capillary charged

11.8
12.3 +
15.3 +
15.8 +
15.9 +
15.9
17.3
19.3 +
20.5
20.5
2r.0
21.4
22.5
23.4

subunitso pI"

5.5
10.5
9.3
9.5

11 .1
4.8
7.2
8.8
5.9
7.4
5.0
6.0
7.2
4.7

2
1
1
l o r 2

5.7
6.5

t2.5
13.7
14.0
L4.2
18.0
25.0
30.0
30.0
32.5
34.3
40.0
45.0

! See rcfs 18 ad 19. 6 The volumes of these proteins were calcdated using their molecnlar weight ad 0.72 mvg as the average value ofpa.tial
volumes for t}le proteios.z3 " Sphelical radius. calculared by assuminc thar-all the pmrehs arc 

-sptre;cattv 
shapriit. The radii 

-of 
tbese orbteins

were calculabd from their voluoes using r = QV/(n\v!. d CaDillarv iharse hdicaGs the charce on fie sirrhci of t}le caoillar.ies. An uicoated
capilary is negatively charged, and a polyethyleniminecoated capillary is positively charged.

Analpis Usrng Polyethylenimins-Qsated Capillary. Each
new fused-silica capillary was flushed (velocity 20 cmlmin) with
0.1 N NaOH for 15 min and then with deionized water for 15 min.
After preconditioning, the capillary was coated with polyethylen-
imine by flushing the capillary with a 7.5% (w/v) polymer solution,
prepared in 25 mM Tris-192 mM Gly buffer (pH 8.3), for 15 min.
Finally, the capillary was flushed with the electrophoresis buffer
(absence of polymer) for 5 min. Recoating of the capillary with
the polymer was accomplished using a similar method. The
previously coated epillary was flushed with 0.1 N acetic acid (pH
5.0) for 15 min and then with deionized water for 15 min. After
rinsrng, the capillary was recoated with the polymer by flushing
the capillary with the 7.5% polymer solution for 15 min. Finally,
the capillary was flushed with the electrophoresis buffer (absence
of polymer) for 5 min before analysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSS|oil
Panel of Proteins (lable 1). The panel was chosen to

represent proteins of low and medium molecular weight with a
broad range of charges and shapes. The molecular weight for
this set of proteins mrges from 5700 to 45 000, and p/ ranges
from 4.7 t0 11.1.r&1e Except for superoxide dismutase and perhaps
ovalbumin (see below), all the proteins have a single subunil
Superoxide dismutase has two identical subunits that are con-
nected by a Cys-Cys disulfide bond. Peroxidase and ovalbumin
are glycosylated.ls

Electropherograms of Cha{ge ladders of Proteins Formed
byAceticAnhydride @gure 1). We formed the protein charge
ladders by modifoing the e-NH3+ groups on the proteins to neutal
N-acetyl groups by acetylation with acetic anhydride. Each
modification changed the net charge on the protein by subtaction
of one unit of positive charge. Figure 1A shows the electrophero
gnms of derivatives of negatively charged proteins, atnlyzed,using
uncoated capillaries. A scale below each elecfopherogram
indicates the number of e-amino groups berrg modified. Since
positively charged proteins trend to stick to the negatively charged
surface of the uncoated capillaries, we coated the surface of the

(18) lVorthington, Y. Wonhington Erryte Manual; Worthington Biochemical
Corp.: Freehold, NJ, 1993.

(19) Righetti, P. G.; Cararaggio,T.I. Chtomatogr. 1976, 127, L-28.

capillary with a positively charged polymer, polyethylenimine.rT
Polyethylenimine reverses the charges on the su{ace of the
capillary, and also the direction of electroosmotic flow. The
reversed electroosmotic flow results in the reverse ordering of
emergence times forthe differently charged derivatives of proteins
compared to the uncoated capillaries (Figure 1B).

For some protein samples, we also modified the a-NHz groups,
still using acetic anhydride. The a-NHr+ groups of proteins have
lower values of pK, than do the e-NHr+ groups of Lys. When the
pH of the solution is close to the value of pK" of the cr-NH3+ group,
the aaerage charge on that group is a fraction of a charge.
Acetylation of this mixture of a-NHz and o.-NH3+ changes the
charge by less than 1.20 For example, the charge ladder of
lysozyme contains derivatives in which the cr-NHz group is
modified (Figure 18, peaks labeled with asterisk in the charge
ladder of lysoz5rme). The fractional charge of these derivatives
can be calculated using the value of.pK^of the cr-NHs+ group and
the pH in the medium. The value of. pK^ of a charged group on
a protein can be determined using CE by analyingthe differences
of mobility between two derivatives of the protein (one has the
unmodified charged group, and the other neutralizes the charge
on this group) as a function of pfl.lA'tz

In the charge ladder of bovine pancreatic typsin inhibitor
(Bm), we also observed multiple peaks for derivatives having
the same number of modifying acetyl groups. The difference of
electrophoretic mobility for derivatives from modification of
a-amino group (for example, 4 and a4 in Figure 18) is sensitive
to the pH in the buffer; analysis of Lp (Lp - Fr - F..) as a function
of pH establishes the value of pK^ of the cr-NH3+ group to be 8.0
+ 0.1.14'17 The difference in electrophoretic mobilities for lD and
1 (peaks as indicated in the BPTI charge ladder in Figure 18)
might, in principle, be due to the change in hydrodynamic drag
between the two derivatives or to an e-NH3+ group with an
abnormal value of pK". We found that the difference of elecfo-
phoretic mobilities between 1D and 1 is insensitive to the change
of pH in solution and conclude thatthe more probable of the two
explanations is that at least two derivatives with the same number

(20) The peaks due to modification on the cr-amino group of a protein are assigned
by the difference of chemical reactivity of the o.-amino group toward acetic
anhydride compared to that of an e-amino group. See ref 14.
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of acetylated groups differ significantly in drag.21 In this study,
we used the set of derivatives indicated by the scale below the
electropherogram to estimate the hydrodynamic drag of BFII
(Fisure 1B).

Generality of the Procedure To Form Protein Charge
Iadders. The proteins listed in Table 1 (p/from 4.T tD 11.1, MW
from 5700 to 45 000) all gave interpretable charge ladders. In
our initial survey, several proteins (for example, phospholipase
C, Bcasein, and ferritin) did not give interpretable and resolvable
charge ladders upon acetylation. We have noI analyzed these
frilures but note several possible contributions to them. FirsL
commercial samples of proteins may contain impurities that are
peptide based and can also be modified by acetic anhydride. The
peaks due to impurities or derivatives of impurities may complicate
the assignment of the charge ladder of interesl Second, modifica-
tion of a protein may cause denaturation or a change in the
hydrodynamic drag of the protein. The derivatives of the protein
would yield broader peaks than that for the native protein. Third,
high molecular weight proteins (for example, ferritin, p14.3, MW
440 000) have large hydrodynamic drag (i.e., large values of Mo,
eq 1), which reduces the change in mobility that is observed per
unit change nZ. For high molecular weight proteins, modification
of charge by acetic anhydride may result in an insufficient charge
increment for separation of the members of the charge ladders
to be achieved by CE. In such cases, a polycharged modifying
agent that gives larger charge difference upon modification is
required to yield a resolvable charge ladder of the protein.

Determination of the Electrophoretic Coefrcient C : Lp/
&r from Protein Charge Ladders. The elecfophoretic mobili-
ties (aJ are proportional to the total charge of a protein lZp(n),
where z represents the number of e-NH3+ groups modified to
neufal N-acetyl derivativesl in solution (eqs 1 and 2). A plot of
the elecFophoretic mobility vs the added charge (z in eq 3, also

F,N CZp(n) : CZp(O) - nC (3)

where, for the relationship of eq 1

C: CI/MW

and, for that of eq 2

C - C , / r ( l * r c r )

shown under each electropherogram in Figure 1) yielded the
elecfophoretic coefficienf C = Lp/ La, as the slope of the line,
and the effective charge [Zp(O)] of t]re native protein as the .r
intercept (eq 3). For each protein charge ladder, we used the
first five charged derivatives of the protein in the analyses to
minimize the influence of possible changes of hydrodynamic drag
originating in heavy modifications of the protein. All the linear
analyses gave high correlation coefficients (R > 0.gg). The values
of c so obtained were further correlated to the drag of the protein
according to eqs 4 and 5 to establish the values of constant Cp, cr,
or C,. in eq 1 or 2, respectively. The values of.Zp(O) were compared
to the theoretical charges that are calculated from the amino acid
sequences of the proteins (see below).

(21) The suggestion of differences in drag is a very much unproved hypothesis.
If it is correct it might be caused by the change of conformation of the
protein upon modifi cation.
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Figuro 2. Correlation of log Cwith values of log MW (A)and tog((l
+ *l) (B) for 13 proteins (except ovalbumin) in Table 1. The
correlation in Figure 2A yields cr : 0.48 and Cp : 6.3 cm2 min-1
kV-1 charge-1 kDao48 with a correlation coefficient F:0.g4. The
correlation in (B) yields 1 .0 for the slope and G: 55 cm2 min-1 kV-l
charge-1 A 1R: 0.96). We excluded monomeric ovalbumin in the
linear analysis due to its obvious deviation, but note that a possible
dimeric form indicated by open squares fits the analysis very well.
The error bars indicate the uncertainties in the experiments.

Determination ofValues of Cp, o, and C,. Equation 4 gives
the relationship between the electophoretic coefficient Cand the
values of Cp and a. A plot of log C vs log MW yields a linear
relationship (Figure 2A); the slope of the line, 0.48, represents
the value of a. The value of Cp was obtained from the y intercept
and is equal t0 6.3 cmz min-l kV-l charge-l kDa0.luwith correlation
coefficientR = 0.94 for 13 protein samples (we exclude ovalbumin
from the analysis).22 The datum for ovalbumin was omitted due
to its obvious deviation (as a monomer) from those for other
proteins. We attribute this deviation to the dimerization of
ovalbumin in solution (see disorssion below).

To determine the values of C,,we assumed a spherical shape
for each protein. The molecular volume of the protein was
calculated from its molecular weight using 0.72 mL/S as the
average partial volume (the reciprocal of density) of proteins,23
and the radius of the protein was calculated from the molecular

(22) the value of a is only mildly dependent on the ionic strength in solution.
Over a range in ionic strengttr from 2 to 200 mM, the value of a. changes
from 0.46 to 0.49. The value of Cp, however, changes over this range in
ionic stnength from 4.2 to 6.8 cm2 min-r kv-r charge-r kDa".
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volume using the equation r : (3V/4n)trt (table 1). The
calculated values of molecular volume and radius were consistent
with those calculated by using the Quanta progmm from the
crystal stuctures of the proteins. The value of.l/ rc (the thickness
of double layer) was calculated to be 31 A using a value for the
ionic stength of 0.01 M for 25 mM Tris-192 mM Gly buffer (pH
8.3). A plot of log C vs log(r(1 * rcr)) is linear (ft - 0.96) with a
slope of 1.0; the correlation suggests that the expression r(1 +
rcr) may be useful in correcting the influence of ionic stength on
electophoretic mobilities. The value of C, from the y intercept
is 5b cm2 min-r kV-1 charge-l4.

Analysis using eqs 1and 2 showed similar patterns of deviation
forthe individual proteins, indicating thatthe assumptions in both
equations are similar (for example, both equations ignore shapes,
densities, electic dipoles and quadrupoles, and charge distribu-
tions on the proteins). Further molecular modeling sfudies will
be useful to correlate these fuctors to rationalize the secondorder
influences of these chamcteristics on the electrophoretic mobilities
of the proteins.

Estimation of Charge and MWBased on Charye Ladders
of Proteins. Figure 3A compares effective charges of proteins
measured experimentally from charge ladders to those calculated
from their amino acid sequences. The effective charges agree
wellwith the calculated charges exceptfor ovalbumin, considered
as a monomer. We did not expect closer agreement the values
of pK^used in these calculations are standard values and do not
take into account nonstandard values of pK". The effective charge
of ovalbumin measured from the charge ladder experiment is
nearly twice that calculated from its amino acid sequence and
again suggests that ovalbumin is a dimer in solution.

Usrng the electophoretic mobilities of proteins, and the values
of Cp and cr obtained previously, we calculated the molecular
weight of proteins directly by eq 1 (Figure 3B). As a comparison,
uslng the electrophoretic mobilities of proteins and the value of
C., we solved a quadratic equation (eq 2) to obtain the values of
hydrodynamic radius (r) of proteins. The hydrodynamic volumes
were calculated from the hydrodynamic radius by using I/ :

4nf /3 and assuming that all the proteins are spherically shaped.
The molecular weights of proteins were calculated by dividing
the hydrodynamic volume by the partial volume of proteins (0.72
rnL/g,). Figure 38 compares the values of molecular weight of
proteins estimated from charge ladders with those from literahrre.
These experiments confirm the consistency of the selected values
of the constants &, Cp, and C,. in estimating the values of molecular
werghts of proteins.

Protein charge ladders provide estimates of the molecular
weights of proteins (1-12) that agree within 20% with literature
values, except for monomeric ovalbumin and peroxidase (Frgure
3B). We believe that the obvious deviation of ovalbumin is due
to the formation of a dimer of the protein under the experimental
conditions. as also indicated from the deviation of the effective
charge of the protein (Figure 3A). This hypothesis is supported
by dynamic light scattering experiments that demonstrate oval-
bumin can undergo irreversible conformational changes and form
both a dimer and further aggregation products in solution upon
thermal perhrbation% and by results from rheologlcal and small-
angle X-ray scattering experimen15.25'26 We speculate that the
deviation for peroxidase may be due to the glycosylation of the

(23) Creighton, T. E. PROTEINS Structur* ard Molecylar Prcputia;W. H.
Freeman and Co.: New Yorh 1993; p 266.

-20

-30 -25 -20  -15  -10  -5  0

Z(sequence)

1 2 0

- 20  -10  0  10  20
p(measured)

Figuro 3. Comparison of values of effective charge (A) and
molecular weight (B) of proteins from charge ladder experiments with
those calculated based on amino acid sequences. (C) Comparison
of electrophoretic mobility estimated using eq 1 or 2 with that
determined from experiment. The open square in each figure indicates
the theoretical val ues of Ze(Q), molecular wei g ht, and electrophoretic
mobility for the dimer of ovalbumin. In all three figures, the scales for
the x and y axes were the same, and a diagonal line was drawn to
help the visual comparison.

protein: the extended oligosaccharide unit may cause the hydro-

dynamic drag to be greater than expected for a compact polypep

tide sequence of the same molecular weight and cause the

molecular weight to be overestimated.
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We believe that protein charge ladders will be useful in
determining the molecular weights of proteins under non-
denafuring conditions. For example, superoxide dismutase is
composed of two identical subunits that are connected by a Cys-
Cys disulfide bond. Under the normal conditions for SDS-PAGE,
2-mercaptoethanol reduces the disulfide bond. In the current
study, the molecular weight of superoxide dismutase obtained
from the charge ladder experiment is twice that of the monomeric
subunit of the protein, and it suggests that the native protein
comprises two subunits in solution. ln combination with SDS-
PAGE, the analysis of charge ladders will be useful in estimating
the number of subunits and the stage of aggregation of a protein
in solution.

Estimation of Electrophoretic Mobilities of Prcteins Using
Values of Cp, o, and C. in Eq 1 and Eq 2, Respectively.
Based on the measured values of.Cp, cq and Cr, we have estimated
values of the electrophoretic mobilities of our set of proteins. The
estimated values agree well with the experimental values, with a
standard deviation of 0.6 cm2 kV-l min-l (that is, .lM of p)
(Figure 3C). The ability to predict the electrophoretic mobilities
of proteins accurately is useful in optimizing conditions for protein
separation in capillary electophoresis and in identifying which
peak in a complex mixfure may be the one of interesl

coxcLUsroNs
We believe that the major uses of the protein charge ladder

technique will be to estimate values of the effective charge Z
(values that are not readily available by other technique5).tl-ts
fui added benefit of forming and analyzing charge ladders is to
explore the extent of aggregation of proteins in solution and to
provide correlated values of molecular weight and Z. This
technique suffers from the limitations of CE applied to proteins:
not all proteins can be observed by CE (since adsorption on the
walls of the capillary can be a problem, especially for high

(24) Nemoto, N.; Koike, A; Osaki, K; I(oseki, T.; Doi, E. Biopolymns 1993,
33, 551-559.

(25) Matsumoto, T.; Chiba J. I. Chem. Soc., Faraday Trans. l9g0, SG, ZBTZ-
2882.

(26) Results from ref 25 demonstrate that native ovalbumin forms a dimer at
concentrations above 1 mg/mL To measure the value of Cp at a concentra-
tion far below this value, we modified ovalbumin using the succinimidyl
ester of Scarboxyfluorescein to allow the use of laser-induced fluorescence
detection and improved sensitivity. We obtained the same value of Cp at a
concenbztion of.3 pg/rnLas we did using acetylation with acetic anhydride,
IIV detection, and a concentration of 1 mg/ml ovalbumin. Since dioxane
has been shown to suppress hydrophobic interactions between monomeric
insulin in solution (see ref 14), we examined the value of Cp of ovalbumin
as a function of concentration of dioxane in solution. The result demon$ft[es
that added dixoane in the buffer did not change the state of aggregation of
ovalbumin. These results suggest that the commerc.ial sample of ovalbumin
(obtained from Sigrna) may already be irreversibly modified to exist primarily
as a dimer in solution.

molecular weight proteins), and it may be necessary to coat the
walls of capillaries to observe positively charged proteins. More
over, the procedure requires acetylation under alkaline conditions
(even though the protein is exposed to these conditions for only
a short period of time) to achieve significant modification of lysine
e-NH3+ groups. For high molecular weight proteins, acetylation
may not be suffcient to generate a charge ladder with well-
resolved members, and modification with acylating 4gents that
inFoduce multiple negative charges may be required.

The analysis carried out here defines values of C and a that
fit the test proteins well. These proteins cover a wide range of
values of pl and molecular weight and are probably representative
of soluble, globular proteins; whether they will apply to other
classes of proteins (for example, proteins involved in the exfia-
cellular matix, in biological rheology confol, and in nonenrymatic
and receptor functions and proteins that are heavily glycosylated)
and biologically derived macromolecules remains to be tested
experimentally we believe that the correlations shown in Figure
2 are sufficiently good that large deviations from them will be
interpretable stuchrrally.

Both eq 1 and eq2 can predict the electrophoretic behavior
of proteins in solution semiquantitatively. Equation 1 is simple
and easily applied. Analysis using eq 2 is less straighforward as
a method to determine the molecular weights of proteins; it
includes, however, the influence of ionic strength on the electro-
phoretic mobility, assuming Debye-Htickel theory to be obeyed.
Further modification of eq 2 may gwe a more quantitative
correlation between the sbuctures of proteins and their electo
phoretic behavior than that based on eq 1.10 In combination with
molecular modeling strdies, analysis by either featnent may help
to understand the influence of shapes, dipoles, and asymmetry of
proteins on their elecfophoretic mobilities in solutionl0 and thus
to clarify the role of electostatics in biochemisty.

Although the primary usefulness of charge ladders is to obtain

Z estimation of molecular weight comes without significant
additional efforl Using the value of Z, eq I or 2, and the values
of. Cp and a obtained here, we believe that this information will
be useful in detecting aggregation, in characterizing noncovalent
protein-protein and protein-ligand complexes, and perhaps more
broadly in examining the diftrsion and hydrodynamic drag of
native proteins moving in an applied electrostatic field.
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